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Shoe fit hacks
Tongue pads

Heel grips

Moleskin

Stirrup socks

Insoles

Foot Measurer

Toe Spacers

Floor Texture & Balance Beams

Favorite Tools

These resources will make it easier to shop. The

community groups especially are great for questions!

These are the tools I keep on hand to improve my barefoot

shoe experience as well as keep my feet happier at home!

https://anyasreviews.com/barefoot-shoe-brands-by-region/
https://anyasreviews.com/how-do-i-know-if-my-shoes-fit/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/677722582951840
https://anyasreviews.com/barefoot-minimalist-shoe-discounts-coupons/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/939401666098779
https://www.facebook.com/groups/901582320662214
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1147254555382156/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/UKBarefootSales/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/2718180521753535/
https://anyasreviews.com/how-do-i-know-if-my-shoes-fit/#fit-hacks
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B0030M800C/
https://www.amazon.com/Cushions-Inserts-Prevent-Slipping-Blisters/dp/B09M7XRWDZ/r
https://www.amazon.com/Happy-Hippo-Moleskin-Feet-Heavy/dp/B0C16HJBB4/
https://www.etsy.com/listing/1621334326/black-yoga-socks-bamboo-cotton-yoga
https://anyasreviews.com/barefoot-insoles-review/
https://amzn.to/44Xy6dQ
https://anyas-shop.com/products/correct-toes-original-toe-spacers
https://anyasreviews.com/how-to-strengthen-your-feet-with-floor-texture/


Shoe Guides

Wide toe box shoes that aren’t barefoot

Beginner barefoot shoes (with cushion)

The best brands for my foot type

Extra wide barefoot shoes

Barefoot dress shoes (women)

Barefoot dress shoes (men)

Zero Drop Work boots

Winter boots for snow & cold

Summer sandals

The best kids shoes

Sport shoes

Replacements for your favorite

brands/styles
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Here you’ll find guides to the shoe options for different

styles, categories, and foot types.

https://anyasreviews.com/the-best-wide-toe-box-shoes-that-arent-barefoot/
https://anyasreviews.com/best-barefoot-minimalist-shoe-brands-beginners/
https://anyasreviews.com/best-barefoot-shoes-foot-type/
https://anyasreviews.com/best-shoes-for-wide-feet/
https://anyasreviews.com/the-10-best-stylish-barefoot-dress-shoes-for-women/
https://anyasreviews.com/barefoot-minimalist-dress-shoes-men/
https://anyasreviews.com/wear-this-not-that-minimalist-work-boots-save-your-back/
https://anyasreviews.com/warmest-barefoot-winter-boots-zero-drop/
https://anyasreviews.com/10-best-barefoot-sandals-hiking-running-walking/
https://anyasreviews.com/best-barefoot-minimalist-kids-shoes/
https://anyasreviews.com/ufaq/are-there-barefoot-sport-shoes-cleats-court-gym/
https://anyasreviews.com/style/
https://anyasreviews.com/style/


Afforable Shoe Brands Around the World

Whitin (Amazon)

Joomra (Amazon)

Hobibear (Amazon)

Oranginer (Amazon)

Saguaro (On amazon and here with

locations in US, EU, and Asia - click the

flags on the bottom)

Find more affordable options here!
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These brands are available throughout the world at low

prices! Check your local Amazon, or use the location finder

on their home website

https://www.saguaro.com/
https://anyasreviews.com/the-10-best-affordable-barefoot-shoes-for-adults/


Here are my best practices for accurately measuring your feet in order to

pick a barefoot shoe size:

I always measure my feet in centimeters to ensure an accurate

number.

Measure two or three times and take the average.

If you plan to wear socks, have them on when you measure.

Measure at the end of the day when your feet are biggest.

You can purchase a measuring device to make it easy!

The general recommendation is to wear shoes that are 1 – 1.5cm

longer than your foot, but it can vary depending on your preference

and the style of shoe. In boots and lace up shoes I go for more

length. In sandals I don’t need as much extra length because they

have open sides/front.

If you are new to barefoot shoes, keep in mind they may feel big the

first time you put them on. If they stay securely on your foot when

you walk, you probably picked the correct size!

Despite the inevitable variations, getting an accurate measurement and

understanding a size chart can reduce the chance of sizing mistakes! If

you don’t have a measuring tool, use these methods that only require a

paper, pencil, and ruler/measuring tape.

How To Measure Your Feet to Pick a Size
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https://amzn.to/44Xy6dQ


You get your foot width by lining up the outside edge of your foot against the wall and

placing the book on the other side. Then mark with a pencil and measure.

You can find a video demonstration of how to measure your feet both ways here.

And if you want to dig deeper into how to interpret a shoe size chart, head here!

A foot tracing is the most common way to

measure. You simply trace an outline of your

foot and measure the tracing. But it’s important

to know that you don’t need to add as much

extra length to a tracing measurement to find

your shoe size. Here’s what to do: Measure the

length of your foot tracing and add .5 – 1cm

(this results in the shoe being the desired 1 –

1.5cm longer than your actual foot size)

Then look to the size chart for the nearest corresponding size. My feet measure 23.2 from a

foot tracing, so I look for shoes with an internal length of 23.7-24.2.

Some people get confused about their foot width when they use a tracing, because they

aren’t taking into account the extra mm the tracing added. My foot measures 9.2cm wide

from a tracing but I can comfortably wear shoes that have an internal measurement of 8.8cm

(without socks). This is because my actual foot width is .5cm less than the 9.2 I get from a

tracing.

Two Ways to Measure
Tracing1.

2. Wall Method

The other option is the wall method, which

yields the most accurate length and width

of your foot. You measure foot length by

placing your heel lightly against the wall

(don’t push it in) and putting a heavy book

or box where your longest toe ends. Then

mark where the book is and measure that

distance.
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https://anyasreviews.com/best-barefoot-shoes-foot-type/#measuring-your-feet
https://anyasreviews.com/ufaq/how-do-i-interpret-a-size-chart/

